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SUMMARY AND CONO LUSIONS 
Repor t ed he r ei n are t ests o f th e 7 . 2~ in c h An t is u bma rin e 
Rocket with e i gh t differen t n oses " The pu rpose was t o de t erm i ne 
the hydrodynam i c ' force coefficien t s withou t cavi t a ti on a n d in a 
full bubble .• incipient cav'i t a t idn cho.rQ.cteris t icsJ and flow con -
ditions as revealed in t he Polarized •Light Flume . 
Conclusions 
Variations in force coeff i cient values may amount to + 3 
percent for drag and cross force coe f fic i ents, and ~ 5 percent 
for moment coeff i cient in carefully manufactured models and are 
an indication of greater variations to be expected from projec-
tiles produced by n ormal methods 
For noncavi toting conditions a n d R = 4 J coo; oco_ the force CO· -
efficient values may be summarized for t he eight models as follows ' 
c D CD cc eM 
Fose co yaw 10° yow 10° yaw 10° yaw 
Contour .. plain 0 . 215 C , 207 0 530 --0 143 
fins 0 ' 248 c 293 c 675 -0 065 
Fuze co pped J plain 0 245 c 257 0 515 -0 135 
fins c 270 0 328 c 67 5 --0 C59 
Fuz e .• no cap J plain 0 230 c 240 0 5C5 - C 140 
fins 0 26C c 310 C . 665 -C C66 
Propeller fuze J p l ain 0 224 0 244 0 530 .. c 123 
fins c 265 c 315 0 665 - 0 C59 
This projectile has approximately the same length .d iameter 
ratio as the 12 75-inch Antisubmarine Rocket. and a similar basic 
design The minimum CD value at zer0 yaw 0 . 215 for the plain 
contour tip nose and the maximum similar value of 0 270 for the 
fin nose with capped fuze compare with a CD of 0.261 for the 
12 75 - inc.r Antisubmarine Ror.'k:et The low value reflects the 
combined effects of smoother nose ; more abrupt afterbody and 
4 ·VGne as compared to 6 -vane tail The higher value reflects 
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the additional drag introduced by the nose fins and fu ze mo d if -
cations . 
The nose fi n s increase the d ra g coefficient at ze r o yow fr om 
10 to 1 8 percent (for fuz e w it h c o p an d prope ll e r fu ze ) r espe c -
tively) ; incr e as e th e cross force coefficient ot 10 degrees yaw 
from 26 t o 32 p e r ce n t (for p r o p e l le r fu7 e a n d fuze wit hou t capJ 
re spec ti vely) ; o r.d decr e ase th e moment co e ffi cient s li gr. tl y n•o r e 
t han 50 perce~t (5 2 to 5 6 ) Th e i ncr ease i n d ro~ r edu ces the t e r -
minal velocity A g re a t e r cros s force in d~ces a l a r ge r l a t e r a l 
dispersion . The decrease in the ne gative value of the moment co-
efficiE~t incicotes a decr ea se i n s t atic sta bi li ty 
Extrapolate d v a lues of Cn a t p rot otype Feyno l as numbe r ind i -
cated terminal velocities from 27 . 0 f ee t per se cond for th e fin 
nos e ccuped fuze desi g n to 31 1 feet per secon d for the pl a in nose ; 
cont our tip design . 
Steady incipient cavitation forallmo d els occurred as fo llows 
Lor.otion 
Inside leading edge toil ring 
Outside l e a d in g e dge toil ring 
Leading edges of tail fin s 
P f t <?rbody 
K Value 
l . 43 
1. 28 
1 . 15 
0.34 
ro se combinations gave steady incipient cavitation values as 
follows · 
.Pla.i.n . };ose Series 
Contour tip 
Fuze with cop 
Fuze without cap 
Fuze J propeller 
Fin !-lose Series 
ContoUI. Tip 
Fuze with cop 
Fuze without cop 
Fuze" prop e ll er 
Nose 
Fi ns 
0 .. 87 . 
1 . 20 
0 . 9 1 
0.69 
Nos e Fuze ) ruze J Fuze ) 
Proper Cap Button Propeller 
0 . 26 
0 , 26 0 92 
0 . 72 0 . 72 
0 . 51 0 39 
0 42 
0 . 42 0. 93 
0.67 0.91 
0. 62 0. 35 
Tt was .not possible t o obtain full-bub ble c·av itotion '" it h 
these stre<J.mlin ed noses and the present limi tatio ns of th e r; igh 
Speed water Tunnel . For the maxi~um bubble obtained) th e fi n ne d 
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noses showed in general and to a yaw of 4 degrees larger posi -
tive va l ues for all coefficients All models showed static insta-
bility in t his partial bubble; the fin noses being more unstable 
The static instability would have been greater in full bubble for 
all models 
Flow line studies indicated zones of disturbance around the 
junct i on of afterbody and boom and at the aft end of the boom for 
the contour tip _ plain nose model Cther noses showed typical 
distu r bances fur fins and profile discontinuities 
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1.59--0 CONTOUR TIP 159-1 
159-2 FUZE WITH CAP 159-5 
159-3 FUZE WITHOUT CAP 159-6 
159-4 PROPELLER FUZE 159-7 
PLAIN NOSE SERIES FIN NOSE SERIES 
FIG. l- ID ENTIF YING PHOTOGRAPHS OF NOSE S FOR 7.2-INCH AS ROCKET 
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HYDRODYNAMIC CHARACTERI-STICS OF THE 
7.2-INCH ANTISUBMARINE ROCKET 
AUTHORIZATION 
This test was req u ested by Vice Admiral G F Hussey Jr 
in a letter dated May 1 3 " 1946 The work was performed under 
Contract NOrd 9612 in th e High Speed Water Tunnel and Po lar ized 
•Light Flume of the Hydrodynamics •Laboratory 1 California Institute 
of Technology 
PURPOSE 
The pu rpose of the tests was to det~rmine the hydrodynamic 
force coefficients under noncavitating and cavitating conditions, 
steady incipient cavitation values, and f l ow conditions as shown 
in the Polarized •L ight Flume . for eight variations of design . 
DATA PERTAINING TO THE 7 2 INCH AS ROCKET AND ITS MODElLS 
Prototype Data 
Over~ll length with 
Con t our tip 
Fuze withou t cap 
Fuze with cap 
Propel l er fuze 
Distance of CG from rear end 
Maximum diameter 
Area at maximum cross section 
WT/in 2 of area at maximum cross 
s e c t ion ( in fresh water) 
Weight loaded 
Weight after firing 
Mode),. Data 
54 367 inches 
54 " 910 
56 102 
56 160 
34 400 
7 200 
40 715 sq in 
1 30 lbs 
89 20 
85 40 
The test models have a maximum diameter of 2 inches and all 
prototype dimensions for this projectile were therefore reduced in 
the ratio 3 6 to 1 All models were supported at the point cor -
responding to the center of gravity of the prototype with contour 
tip nose Figure 1 shows the eight model noses It may be seen 
that they comprise two series one without nose fins and one with 
5 
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FIG. 2- VIEWS OF 7.2-INCH AS ROCKET MODELS WITH PLAIN AND FIN NOSES, 
CONTOUR TIP 
FIG. 3- DETAIL VIEW OF TAIL 
them. In these series there are 
s i m i 1 a r pa irs J except for the 
finsJ having severally a contour 
tip which completes the normal 
nose curve, a fuze with capJ a 
fuze without capJ and a propeller 
fuze. The numbers shown were 
assigned for reference purposes. 
Figure 2 shows two views of 
entire modelsJ both having con-
tour tip nosesJ one without and 
one with nose fins. Figure 3 is 
a close-up view showing tail con-
struction. Figure 4 is an out-
line drawing which covers the ba-
sic design and all modifications. 
TEST CONDITIONS AND RESULTS 
Noncavitation Force Coefficients 
Force tests with yaw to~ 10 degreesJ for noncavitating con-
ditionsJ were made at a velocity of 32 feet per secondJ corre-
sponding to a Reynolds number of approximately four millions for 
this model. All coefficients were corrected for support shield 
interference and all drag coefficient values were corrected for 
horizontal buoyancy. All yaw tests were made at zero-degree index 
( one pair of fins vertical) and rerun at 45-degree index. Cor-
responding values were averaged to eliminate the influence of un-
intentional model asymmetries. Such variations are approximately 
+ 3 percent for c 0 and Cc values and~ 5 percent for CM valuesJ 
which gives an indication of the variation which might be antici-
pated from such a cause with ress accurately manufacturedJ full-
scale projectiles. 
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FIG • 
.5 - INFLUENCE OF YAW ON DRAG, CROSS FCRCE, AND MOMENT COEFFICIENTS 
FOR 7.2-INCH AS ROCKET WITH CO NTO UR NOS E 
WITH AND WITHOUT NOSE FINS 
Figure 5 shows the influence of yaw angle to ~ 10 degrees on 
t he d rag coefficientJ CD; the cross force coefficientJ Cci and the 
moment coefficient (taken about the c e nter of gravity)J CM for the 
contour tip modelsJ without and with nose fins (159-0 and 159-1). 
In such chartsJ CD values are positive for both plus and minus yaw 
angle; Cc values have the same sign as the angleJ and CM values 
ha v e the opposite s i gn. It may be seen that the nose fins cause a 
15 pe rcent increase in the drag coefficient at zero yaw and a 27 
percent increase in the cross force coefficient at 10 degrees yaw. 
Bot h models are statically stable but J under the test conditionsJ 
the model with nose fins is c onsiderably less so due to nose fin 
effect which is opposed to tail fin effect. 
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FIG. 6- INFLUENCE OF YAW ON DRAG, CROSS FORCE, AND MOMENT COEFFICIENTS 
FOR 7.2-INCH AS ROCKET 
COMPARISON OF PLAIN NOSE AND MODIFICATIONS 
Figure 6 gives a comparison of the influence of yaw to~ 10 
degrees on CDJ CcJ and CM for the plain nose series. Note that 
the scale for CD is twice that in Figure 5. The drag coefficient 
is nearly the same for the propeller fuze and fuze without cap 
models (159-5 and 159-3). The relatively large fuze with cap 
(159-2 ) gives the highest valuesJ about 14 per cent more than 
that of the plain contour tip nose (159-0) at 0-degree yaw. The 
cross f o rce coefficients for this series can be represented by 
tw o curvesJ the higher being for the contour tip and propeller 
fuze noses (159-0 and 159-4) and the slightly lower one for the 
remaining two (159-2 and 159-3). The difference of 4 per cent 
at 10 degrees yaw is an amount consistent with design differences. 
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FIG. 7- INFLUENCE OF YAW ON DRAG, CRCSS FORCE, AND MOMENT COEFFICIENTS 
FOR 7.2-INCH AS ROCKET 
COMPARISON OF FIN NOSE AND MOuiFICATIONS 
The moment coefficient curves show that all these moqels have a 
high degree of static stabilityJ only the model with the propel-
ler fuze having a notably smaller amount. In this connectionJ 
it should be remembered that the propeller on the model ~as un-
skewed vanes and was not free to rotate. Figure 7 is similar to 
figure 6 except that it represents the fin nose series. The drag 
coefficient curves have higher values due to the finsJ but are in 
essentially the same relationship. The cross force coefficient 
values are again represented by two curvesJ but their difference 
is trivial. Moment coefficient. curves show a tendency to inter-
lace and haveJ of courseJ materially smaller negative values for 
positive yaw angles due to the nose fin effect as mentioned above. 
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FIG. 8- INFLUENCE OF REYNOLDS NUMBER ON DRAG COEFFICIENT 
FOR 7.2-1 NCH AS ROCKET 
Figure 8 shows the effect of Reynolds number on the drag 
coefficientJCDJ for all models of both series. Velocities var-
ied from 10 to 60 feet per secondJ inclusiveJ in 5-feet-per-
second increments. The curves are typical straight linesJ when 
plotted on logarithmic paperJ except i n the cases of the plain 
noses with contour tip and fuze without cap (159-0 and 159-3). 
The departure of these two curves from the straight line rela-
tionJ considerable for the contour tip and slight for the fuze 
without capJ is due to the fact that fully turbulent flow condi-
tions did not prevail in such portions of the curves J the tran si -
tion frorr. laminar to turbulent flow being incomplete. The shapes 
developed are typical of curves in the transition zone. c0 val-
ues at Reynolds numbers highe r than th ose for test points may b e 
approximated by extending the se straight lines. Some of these 
extrapolations have been indicated. The curve for the plainJ 
contour tip nose (159-0) was not extended since the proper angle 
has a degree of uncertainty due to the small number of points 
which may be considered to represent fully turbulent flow. Ex-
trapolations to lower Reynolds numbers can be made only with due 
consideration for the increasing effect of lamina r flow which 
results in very rough approximations. 
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Terminal Velocities 
The weight of th e prototype is given as 89 2 pounds loaded , 
85 , 4 pounds after firing , and as 1 30 pounds per square inch of 
area at maximum cross section in fresh water A maximum diameter 
of 7 . 2 inches gives on area of 40 7 square inches and o fresh 
water weight of 59 9 pounds or 51 6 pounds • .in sea water , Assum--
ing that these ore the weights after firingJ the probable termi -
nal velocities . calculated from extrapolated c0 values . Figure 7 , 
for sea water at 60 degrees Fahrenheit would be as follows · 
Plain };oses 
159- 0 Con tour tip 
l 59-- 2 Fuze with cap 
159 - 3 Fuze without cap 
159 -4 Propeller fuze 
Fin Noses 
159- 1 Contour tip 
159 -5 Fuze with cap 
159- 6 Fuze without cap 
159- 7 Propeller fuze 
Terminal Velocity 
Feet Per Second 
31 l 
29 6 
29 8 
29 6 
28 5 
27 0 
27 7 
27 7 
If the weight given above was based on weight loaded . the 
terminal velocities listed would be reduced For instance J the 
termi~al velocity for a projectile with plain nose and contour 
tip would be 29 8 inst ead of 31 1 feet per second 
Force Coefficients with Full -Bubb l e Cavitation 
It was desired that forc e coefficients be determined with 
full - bubble cavitation However thes e noses are so well stream-
lined that it was not possible to obtain a full bubble with the 
present limitations of the Hig h Speed Water Tunnel Data were J 
consequently _ obtained w1th the maximum bubble which could be pro-
duced for six of the eight noses Tests of this nature were not 
made with the plain and fin noses having fuze without cap (159 - 3 
and 159- 6) since it was believed th e ir possible differences from 
results for pla i n and fin noses with contour tip (159-0 and 159-- 1) 
would be within the errors of measurement . Image corrections (for 
shield effect) were applied The K value _ for runs without image 
averaged 0 270 and with image , 0 345 , the difference being due to 
shie~d influence on the product i on of comparable bubbles The 
drag coefficient was not corrected for horizontal buoyancy since 
the model was only partly immersed during such tests 
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INFLUENCE OF YAW ON DRAG, CROSS FORCE, AND MOMENT COEFFICIENTS 
FOR 7.2-INCH AS ROCKET 
WITH HEAVY ~UT NOT FULL BUBBLE CAVITATION 
Figure 9 presents the results obtained with yaw to~ 4 de-
grees. The top three graphs are for the drag coefficient. middle 
three for cross force coefficient. and bottom three for moment 
(about center of gravity) coefficient. Each vertical column ap-
plies to one plain and one fin nose having the same tip or fuze. 
Thus, the left column is for the contour tip models. middle column 
for fuze with cap. and right column for propeller fuze. In each 
graph the solid line is for a plain nose and the dash line for a 
nose with fins. 
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The noses with fins all show a higher drag.coefficient at 
zero yaw than the comparable plain noses , but tend to the same 
value at about 4 degrees . The largest drag coefficients were as -
sociated with the noses having a fuze with cap That the drag 
coefficient of the plain nose with contour tip was slightly high -
er than that for the plain nose with propeller fuze may have been 
due to the difficulties encountered in matching bubbles 
The cross force coefficient curves show values which are 
probably not fa! from those for a full bubble , judging by re -
sults from other tests The moment coefficient curves show posi -
tive values which may still be somewhat smaller than might be 
expected in a full bubble based on a similar comparison Such 
positive values indicated of course ; that all models are rela -
tively unstable These values were obtained when the tail was 
not entirely out . of the bubble and hence still had some stabi -
lizing influence which would not be exerted in a complete bubble 
Steady Incipient Cavitation 
Cavitation va l ues used herein refer to the cavitation para . 
meter (dimensionless number) obtained from the formula 
where 
K 
~L - Py 
1/2 p y2 
~L qbsolute pressure of the undisturbed fluid , 
lbs /sq ft 
Pv~ ; vapor pressure of the f l u i d lbsjsq ft 
corresponding to the fluid temperature 
p mass density of the fluid weight in lbs / cu 
ft divided by acceleration due to gravity 
v velocity of projectile ft / sec 
Steady incipient cavitation first occurs on al l models on 
the inside of the leading edge of the tail ring at an average K 
of 1 43 It shows next on the outside leading edge of the tail 
ring at an average K of 1 28 This is fOllowed by steady incipi -
ent cavi~ation on the leading edges of tail f i ns at K ~ 1 15 
Cavitation values for noses a r e l isted be low At K = 0 42 cavi 
tation reaches the tail ring Slot and a low-frequency . s.mn~ l ­
amplitude vibration (or chatter) occurs At K = 0 34 J the after -
body shows steady incipient cavi tation 
The various nose combinations gave the following values for 
steady incipient cavitat i on at t he locations indicated · 
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Plain Nose Series 
Cant our tip 
Fuze with cap 
Fuze without cap 
Fuze, propeller 
Fin Nose Series 
Contour tip 
Fuze with cap 
Fuze without cap 
Fuze, propeller 
Fose 
Proper 
0. 26 
0. 26 
0. 72 
0. 51 
1\ose 
Fins 
0. 87 
1,20 
0.91 
0 69 
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Fuze, 
Cap 
0 . 92 
Nose 
0.42 
0.67 
0.62 
Fuze ; 
Button 
0. 72 
Fuze ; 
Cap 
0 . 93 
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Fuze. 
Propeller 
0. :)0 
Fuze ; 
Button 
0 . 91 
Fuze _, 
Propeller 
0 . 35 
The cavitation from the fuze propeller was of the "shoestring" 
variety and appeared to come mainly fro~ the bevelled edge of the 
propeller shaft. 
Cavitation Photographs 
Figure 10 shows s. ide and top views of the development of cavi-
tation with t h e plain nose, contour tip model (159-0) . Individual 
photographs may be correlated by the indicated K values , Views 
shown. in these and subsequent figures have cavitation developed 
well beyond the steady incipient stage , in most cases; as it may 
be detected by eye much sooner than it will show clearly when pho-
tographed . In the top view, the cavitation is confined to the in-
side and outside of the leading edge of the tail ring and to the 
leaning edges of the tail fins The second ~ ; cture down shows the 
condition which causes moderate tail chatter This disappears 
when cavitation extends to the oft holf of the ring . For K = 0 . 32 
cavitation from the afterbody is dimly visible " ForK= 0 21 . 
the nose shows cavitation bubbles Remaining views show further 
bubble development to the maximum obtained at K 0 . 14 . 
Figure 11 shows similar series for the fin nose with contour 
tip (159-1) . The side view forK= 1.17 was omitted since no covi -
totion showed The view from above for K = C . 20 was o failure A 
little cavitation may be seen on the leading edge of the tail fins 
at K = 1 17 (top view) It shows faintly on the forward edges of 
the nose fins at K = 0 . 78 It is much plainer and cavitation from 
the nose proper., the afterbody ; and of course the tail, shows at 
K = 0 . 32 Succeedin g views show further development to the maxi -
mum obtained 
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FIG. 10 - DEVELOPMENT OF CAVITATION ON 7.2-INCH AS ROCKET 
WITH PLAIN NOSE AND CONTOUR TIP (159-0) 
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TOP VIEWS 
FIG. 11 -DEVELOPMENT OF CAVITATION ON 7.2-INCH AS ROCKET 
WITH FIN NOSE, CONTOUR TIP (159-1) 
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Top views 
FIG. 12 DEVELOPMENT OF CAV I TATION ON 7 2 INCH AS ROCKET 
WITH PLAIN NOSE HAVING FUZE WITH CAP (159 -2) 
Figure 12 gives the side and top views for th e plain nose 
havin g a fuze with cap (159 - 2) Steady incipient cavitation from 
the cap having begun at K = 0 92 . shows very faintly in the view 
from above for K = C 84 immediately behind its front face The 
nature of cavitation caused by th e cap , as well as further bubble 
development 1s shown in the r emaining photographs 
Figure 13 pertains to the model with plain nose and a fuze 
with cap (159 3) The side view for K = 1 13 was omitted since 
it showed no cavitation Steady cavitation while inc1pient for 
the fuze button at K = 0 72 is not clearly visible untl i the view 
at K = C 51 Cavitation slightly behind the fuze may also be 
noted on the nose proper in this picture 
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FIG. 13- DEVELOPMENT OF CAVITATION ON 7.2-INCH AS ROCKET 
WITH PLAIN NOSE AND FUZE WITHOUT CAP (159-3 ) 
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FIG. L4 DEVELOPMENT OF CAY' AT'ON ON 7 2 INCH AS ROCKET 
WITH PAIN NOSE AND PROPELLER FUZE (159 4) 
Figure 14 shows cavitation with th e plai n n ose and propeller 
fuze (159 -4) Cavi t ation exis ts on the nose proper in the p i c tu re 
for K = C 48 but doe~ ~ot s how , th e ligh t spots being due to re 
flections 
Figures 15 16 and ~ 7 a r e for fin nose models having fuze 
wi th cap ( 159 5 , fuze without cap ( 159 6 1 and propeller fuze 
(159 -7 !, respectively 
In F1gure 15, n ose f in cavita tion shows forK= : C 7 Covi 
totion has begun on the leading edge of the fuze cop at K = C 86 
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FIG. 15 DEVE~OPMENT OF CAV'TATION ON 7.2 'NCH AS ROCKET 
WITH FIN NOSE AND FUZE W1 TH CAP (159 5) 
but is hardly visible 
K = 0 35 
The nose proper also shows cav1tation at 
In Figure 16 by tracing the effect backward from Lower K 
values ; faint traces of cavitation may be seen at K = 0 79 on 
the nose fins and button leading edges Cavitation on the nose 
prouer is clearly visible at K = 0 46 
In Figure 17 K = 0 44 top v1ew J cavitation may be seen on 
the nose 1tself as well as on the nos e fins The latter 1s also 
visible at K = 0 54 top view Lighting cond1tions were 1nade 
0 35 
0 20 
quote to show the fine thin threads of cavitat1on tra1 l1 n g from 
the fuze proper shaft 
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FIG. 16- DEVELOPMENT OF CAVITATION ON 7.2-INCH AS ROCKET 
WITH FIN NOSE AND FUZE WITHOUT CAP (159-6) 
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FIG. 17- DEVELOPMENT OF CAVITATION ON 7.2-INCH AS ROCKET 
WITH FIN NOSE AND PROPELLER FUZE (159-7) 
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FIG. 18- FLOW LINE DRAWING OF 7.2-INCH AS ROCKET 
NO FINS, CONTOUR TIP 
Flow Line Diagra~s 
Figure 18 is a flow line diagram of the plain nose" contour 
tip model at 0 and 10-degree downward pitch. Sin c e the projec-
tile is symmetrical about its longitudinal axis" conditions for 
I 
yaw are the same as for pitch. The only zones of disturbance in-
dicated are around the junction of the rather abrupt afterbody and 
boom" and at the aft boom end. Both are normal for such shapes. 
Figures 19 to 22" inclusive" are detail diagrams for the flow con-
ditions around the four fin noses" the remainder of the flow a-
round similar finless noses. The zones o f disturbance around the 
various fuzes are typical of such di s continuities of profile . 
~~~~~~====~ 
--------- ------
--------- ------
YAW ANGLE • 10• 
FIG, 19- NOSE WITH FINS 
AND CONTOUR TIP 
YAW ANGLE • 10• 
FIG. 21- NOSE WITH FIN S 
AND FUZE WITHOUT CAP 
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FIG. 20 NOSE WITH FINS 
AND CAPPECI FUZE 
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YAW ANGLE • 10• 
FIG. 22 - NOS E WITH FINS 
AND PR OPELLER FUZE 
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APPEFDIX 
DEFINITIONS OF SPECIAL TERMS AND FORMULAE 
The purpose of this Appendix is to present the definitions of 
special terms and the formulae used throughout this report in a 
compact and convenient form for ready reference . 
DEFINITIOFS 
Yaw Angle; l.j; 
The angle J in a horizontal plane ) which the axis of the pro ·-
jectile makes with the direction of motion . Looking down on the 
projectile; yaw angles in a clockwise direction are positive (+) 
and in a counterclockwise direction negative (-) 
Pitch Angle; a 
axis of the pro -The angle; in a vertical plane; which the 
jectile makes with the direction of motion 
positive ( + ) when the nose . is up and negative 
Pitch angles are 
(-) when the nose is 
down . 
Lift L 
The force; in pounds ; exerted on the projectile normal to the 
direction of motion and in a vertical plane The lift is positive 
(+) when acting upward and negative (-) when acting downward 
Cross Force C 
The force; in pounds_ exerted on the projectile normal to the 
direction of motion and . in a horizontal plane The cross force is 
positive when acting in the same direction as the displacement of 
the projectile nose for a pos1tive yaw angle i .e . , to an observer 
facing in the direction of travel a positive cross force acts to 
the right. 
Drag , D 
The force ; in pounds _ exerted on the projectile parallel with 
the direction of motion The drag is positive when acting in a 
direction opposite to the direction of motion 
!Y10men t M 
The torque in foot pounds . tending to rotate the projectile 
about a transverse axis Yawing moments tending to rotate the 
projectile in a clockwise direction (when looking down on the pro-
j e c t i 1 e ) a r e p o s i t i v e ( + ) J a n d t h o s e t en d i n g t o c a u s e c o u n t e r ·-
clockwise rotation are negative (-) Pitching moments tending to 
rotate the projectile in a clockwise direction (when looking at 
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the projectile from the left side) 
t e n ding to cause counterclockwise 
are positive 
rotati on are 
( + ) J and those 
negative ( - ) 
In accordancE with this sign convention a moment has a de -
stabilizing effect when it has th e same si g n as the yaw or pitch 
angle . 
In all model tests the moment is measured about the point of 
support , These moments are then determined abGut the center of 
gravity by calculation All moments designated by the Symbol M 
are calculated about the center of gravi ty unless otherwise noted 
Normal Component J N 
The sum of the components of th e drag and cross force acting 
normal to the axis of the projectile The value of the normal 
component is g iven by the following 
N ~ D sin ~ + C cos ~ ( 1 ) 
in which 
N Normal component in lbs 
D Drag in lbs 
C Cross force in lbs 
~ = Yaw ang l e in degrees 
Center of PressureJ CP 
The point of intersection of the axis of the projectile and 
the resultant of all forces actin g on the projectile 
Center- of- Pressure Eccentricity e 
The distance between th e center of pressure (CP) and the cen-
ter of g ravity (CG) expressed as a decimal fraction of the len g th 
( l) of th e projectile The center - of - pressure eccentricity is 
de rived as follows 
e = 
1 _ 1 Hcg ( l - L )-- ---
cp cg l L f\i ( 2) 
in wh ich 
e = Center - of - pressure eccentricity 
Length of projectil e in feet 
Leg Distance from nose of projectile to CG in fe e t 
Lcp Distance from nose of projectile to CP in feet 
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Coeffic ients 
The thr ee force and mome nt coeffic i ents used are defined as 
follows: 
in which 
Drag coefficient> 
Cross force coefficient> 
Lift coefficient> 
Moment coefficient> 
D Measured drag force in lbs 
C ~easured cross force in lbs 
L 1' easured 1 i ft force in lbs 
D 
c 
L 
2 
·p.v 
- A 
2 D 
M 
p Density of the fluid in slugs/cu ft = w/g 
w Specific weight of the fluid in lbs/cu ft 
g Acceleration of the gravity in ft/sec2 
AD Area in sq ft at the maximum cross section 
of the projectile taken normal to the 
geometric axis of the projectile 
V Mean relative velocity between the water and 
the projectile in ft/sec 
M Moment in foot-pounds . measured about any 
particular point on the geometric axis of the 
projectile 
Over ·-all length of the projectile in feet 
( 3) 
(4) 
( 5): 
(6) 
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Rudder Effect 
The total increase or decrease in moment coefficient at a 
given yaw or pitch angle ; resulting from a given rudder setting 
This change in moment coefficient is measured directly from the 
gra ph of the moment coefficient curves for neutral rudder setting 
and various f1xed .rudder settings 
Reynolds Number 
In comparing hydraulic systems where the predominating forces 
are due to friction and inert ia a factor called Reynolds number 
is of great utility This is defined as follows 
( 7) 
i n which 
R Reyno lds number 
Ove r -all length of projectile feet 
v Velocity of projectile feet per sec 
I Kinematic viscosity of the fluid sq ft pe r sec 
~ Mass density of the fluid in slugs per cu ft 
~ Absolute viscosity in pound seconds per sq ft 
The following numerical examp l e is for the Mark 13 2A Torpedo 
operating in sea water at a temperature of 50 degrees Fahrenheit 
V 33 k nots = 55 7 ft /sec 
I 1 46 x lo · 5 sq ft / sec (for sa lt waterJ* 
R 
161 in = 1~ 4 2 ft 
13 42 X 55 7 
146xlo -5 
13 42 X 55 7 X 100000 
1 46 
51 2 X 106 
l51 198 ?00) 
* Tables of kinemat ic viscosl y for sa l r water wl h an ave~age sa. 
llni ty of 3 . 5 p er cent are given in Resse l and Chapman P~inclples 
of Naval Architecture" Soc of Naval Ar ch and Marine En& rs 
1 941, Vol II p 114 
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Two geometrically simi l a r systems in which friction and in-
ertia forces predominate are also dynamically similar when they 
have the same value of Reynolds number . For the same fluid in 
both casesJ a model with smal l linear dimensions must be used with 
corresponding large velocities It is also possible to compare 
two cases wi t h widely differing fluids provided L and V are prop-
erly chosen to give the same value of R, 
Cavitation Parameter 
In order to describe quantitatively the conditions under 
which cavitation occurs . the dimensionless cavitation parameter J 
KJ has been defined as follows ~ 
in which 
K 
PL absolute pressure in the undisturbed liquid flow 
PB absolute pressure in the bubble or cavity 
V velocity of the projectile with respect to the 
undisturbed liquid 
p density of liquid 
(8) 
Note that any homogeneous set of units can be used in the compu--
tation of this parameter . It is often convenient to express this 
parameter in terms of the headJ i e J 
where 
K 
v 
2g 
h1 the submergence plus the barometric headJ 
feet of liquid 
hB absolute pressure in the bubble feet of liquid 
g acceleration of gravity , feet per second2 
v2, the velocity head in feet of liquid 
2g 
(9) 
Any length unit can be use d in equation (9) instead of feet It 
w ill be seen that the numerator of both e xpressions is simply the 
net pressure or head acting to collapse the cavity or bubbl~ The 
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den ominator is the velocity pressure or head Since the pressure 
redu ction at any point on the body is proportional to the velocity 
presiure . this may ·be considered as a measure of · the pressure 
available to open up a cavity ,· From this point of view the cavi 
tation parameter measures the ratio of the pressure available to 
collapse the bubble to the pressure avai lable to open it PE is 
the vapdr pressure of the fluid if the cavity contains no air or 
other gas For norm,al cases of cavitation this 'is ·assumed to be 
true 
If the K for i ncip i ent cavitation (KiJ i s considered. it can 
be interpreted to mean the maximum reduct i on in pressure on the 
surface of the body . from the pressure in the undisturbed fluid 
measured' in terms of the velocity pressure From this it follows 
that if a body starts to cavitate at the cavitation parameter of 
one . it means that the low~st pressure at any point on the body is 
one velocity pressure below thut of the undisturbed fluid It 
will be seen that Ki is a measure of the resistance of the body to 
cavitation. or in other words an indication of the excellence of 
the shape Thus th~ lower the K for incipient cavitation the 
greater the cavitation resistance and the better the shape from 
this viewpoint 
If the operating cond1tions (s ubmergen ce and velocity in a 
given fluid medium ) are such that the nume1ical value of K 1s 
greater than Ki the body will not cavitate For values less than 
Ki more advanced cavitatfon will exist t~ the limit of a com-
pletely enveloping cavity with a~ ' infinite " length when K becomes 
zero 
Using the Mark 13 Torpedo as an example . consider how cavi -
totion on the nose is affected by operation at 33 knots and 40 5 
knots in sea water at a temperature of 50 degrees Pohrenheit and a 
submergence of 15 feet At 33 knots 
~L potmos + hsub W 
14 7 x 144 + 15 x 64 = 3080 lbs / sq ft 
PB 0 98 x vapor press.u r e of pure water at same 
temperature* 
p 
0 98 x 0 178 x 144 = 25 6 lbs/sq f t 
64 lb/cu fL 
g 
1 99 slu.gs / cu ft 
V 33 knots = 55 7 ft/sec 
*This approximat io n ls obtained from Sve r dr u p -Jo hns on- Fle ming 
"The Oceans • Pren ti ce Hall 1942 PP 67 11 5 
standard pr o pert ies or pure .water are given ln Keenan and Keyes 
"'l'hermodynamlc Properties of Steam ", Wi l ey 1 936 
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so that 
K 3080 ·- 2 5 6 
2 (55 . 7) 
l 99---2~-
A -7 
3054 4 
3090 
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This is greater than Ki for the nose of !his projectile so cavi 
tation will not exist 
At 40 5 knots 
V = 40 5 knots 
so that 
K 3080 - 2 5 6 
( 68 3) 2 
2 
68 3 ft/sec 
3054 4 
4640 
0. 66 
This is slightly below Ki for this nose so a small ring of cavi -
tation will exist 
The appendix figure gives the relation between submergence , 
velocity , and cavitation parameter for sea water at 50 degrees 
Fahtenhei t 
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VALUES OF CAVITATIO'J PARAMETER, K 
CHART SHOWING RELATION BETWEEN 
VELOCITY, SUBMERGENCE S. CAVITATIOf\J PARAMETER 
NOTE : VALUES F~ K ARE RJl 
ZERO BUBBLE PRESSURE. TO 
OBTAIN TRUE VALUE ex' K 
SUBTRACT BUBBLE PRESSURE, 
IN FEET, FROM lHE SUBhE:'lGHIC£. 
CHART IS CALCULATED F~ 
SEA WATER 
